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Modern Times
For all of us that work with SharePoint these are interesting times. Everything and 
everyone is slowly migrating to the cloud (I said slowly), the development model for 
SharePoint has changed from code that is deployed on the SharePoint server to code 
that is deployed anywhere but on the SharePoint server and most of our jobs are 
changing. 

Not surprisingly the articles that we get are changing as well. When we started 
out with the DIWUG magazine we got mostly developer oriented articles and if we 
wanted topics for other audiences we would have to look hard. Today most articles 
that we get are targeted at end users or power users, and contain little to no code. 
It is great to see that the community is picking up on the changes so quickly and 
adapting to it so well.

We want to thanks our authors and sponsors again of course, as without them we 
wouldn’t be able to create another edition of the magazine at all.

There is one more conference where DIWUG will be present this year:

On November 18 and 19 the SharePoint Connect conference 2014 will be held again 
in Amsterdam. DIWUG is supporting the conference again and we will be running the 
Ask the Experts area.  The conference is supporting DIWUG by giving our members 
25% off the registration fee. Use TF493 to get the DIWUG member discount.

It’s still quite far away, but April 20 to 22 the SharePoint Evolution Conference will be 
held in London again. Make sure you don’t miss this great conference and the only 
conference apart from SharePoint Connect where these great DIWUG magazines will 
be handed out…

If you want to write for, or sponsor our magazine that has a world-wide audience 
with around 10.000 downloads and 800 printed copies don’t hesitate to contact 
Marianne or Mirjam.

Mirjam van Olst 
Editor DIWUG SharePoint eMagazine  
mirjam@diwug.nl
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Exploring the changes to how Office 365 uses 
SharePoint to manage documents 

in Dynamics CRM
by Peter Baddeley

It is perhaps not well known that Dynamics CRM is available as a service through Office 365, and 
also that SharePoint is used as the Document repository for CRM.  This year has brought a number 

changes to Dynamics CRM in Office 365, with the Spring 14 Release bringing enhancements 
to Social, Service and Marketing.  The Spring 14 Release also included a change to how CRM 

integrates with SharePoint for managing Documents.  Specifically this is a change to now use 
Server-Based Integration, which gives more options and delivers an improved interface within 

CRM.  This new integration method is currently only available in Office 365, and offers significant 
benefits over On-Premises solutions.

Background
Dynamics CRM is great for managing records, activities and relationships.  It does 
these things well for Sales, Marketing, Customer Service and even custom solutions.  
One thing which CRM struggles with natively is storing documents and relating those 
documents to CRM records. Documents can be stored as a Note against a record, but 
it is difficult to modify this document and manage versions of the document.

To solve this problem Microsoft released an integration with the 2011 release of CRM, 
which allowed documents to be managed against a record in CRM but stored in 
SharePoint.  This integration used a Sandbox Solution called the CRM List Component, 
to create a folder in SharePoint to store documents for a specific CRM record.  The 
List Component also presents the documents from the relevant folder, in a tailored 
interface, into the CRM record using an iFrame.  However the experience of using the 
List Component does not make the documents feel like they are in CRM and is not 
always reliable.  Further a sandbox solution is not a long term approach which can be 
used in Office 365.

Microsoft continued to use the List Component with CRM 2013 and CRM in Office 
365 until a change earlier this year.  The Spring 14 Release of CRM made available a 
new option called Server-Side Integration for Dynamics CRM and SharePoint Online 
(sometimes referred to a Server-Side Sync).  This new option removes the need for the 
List Component and also manages the authentication between CRM and SharePoint.

Exploring the Functionality
Documents are accessed in CRM through the ribbon, from within a specific CRM record.  
This option is available against a specific record only when Document Management has 
been enabled for a specific entity (record type).  For example Document Management 
can be enabled for the Account Entity (Company), so each account in the system will 
have a Documents option.  

Once selected, the Document Option navigates a user to a screen showing documents 
associated to the specific record.  These documents are stored in SharePoint, but by 
using the Server-Side Integration they are displayed in CRM.   

The interface feels much more like it is native to CRM, rather than the previous iFrame 
option which came with the List Component.  A user can upload existing documents 
or create/edit documents by using Office Online in the browser.
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Figure 1: Accessing Documents from an Account record

Figure 2: Document View within an Account record

When a user selects an individual document the SharePoint ribbon inside of CRM 
changes, presenting options such as Check In/Out.

Figure 3: Ribbon specific options when a document is selected

The experience is so good it is likely many users will assume this all in CRM, although 
they may notice the word SharePoint several times.  The new integration delivers 
a smoother, more reliable experience than seen with the List Component.  Where 
possible Microsoft have reduced popups, allowing the users to interact inline within 
CRM, which follows the general approach to CRM 2013.  
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SharePoint
What is actually going on in SharePoint?  Well as part of the setup, discussed later 
in this article, an administrator chooses a SharePoint site in which CRM will store 
documents.  Inside this site will be a number of Document Libraries, reflecting the 
different CRM entities (eg Account or Quote).  Inside this document library will be a 
number of folders, with each folder relating to a specific record in that entity.

Figure 4: Account library in SharePoint, with folders

Inside that folder will be the documents for that specific CRM record, which can be 
interacted with normally through SharePoint.

Figure 5: Inside an individual accounts folder

Meta Data
One interesting option made available, with the Server-Side Integration, is that 
columns from SharePoint can now be displayed or used as filters inside of CRM views.  
This achieved by using the Advanced Find tool in CRM.

Figure 6: Using Advanced Find to surface meta data from SharePoint
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It is even possible to map a custom column from SharePoint to be displayed in CRM or 
to be used as a filter in CRM.

The Setup
The setup is quite straightforward. Firstly when a CRM administrator launches CRM 
in the browser they will be prompted to enable Server-Based SharePoint Integration.

Figure 7: Option to Enable Server-Based Integration

The administrator will then be prompted to provide the URL of the SharePoint site 
in which they intend to store documents from CRM.  Having entered the URL a brief 
validation process will follow.  

Figure 8: Validation of Server-based integration

Once Server-Based Integration is enabled, the configuration/administration is accessed 
through the Document Management option in the Settings Ribbon.
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Figure 9: Accessing the settings for Document Managements, using the ribbon

There are three areas of configuration/administration with respect to Document 
Management in CRM

 Document Management Settings

 SharePoint Sites

 SharePoint Document Locations

Figure 10: Document Management Settings

Document Management Settings
The SharePoint Document Management Settings is where the default location is set 
for Documents to be stored against CRM records.  This setting allows an administrator 
to choose for which record types a document location is created, when a user opens 
a record of that type for the first time.  So for example an administrator could choose 
that every Account or Case created in CRM, will have document location (folder) 
created in SharePoint, and they can specify where in SharePoint.  

The resulting user experience of these settings, is that when the user first accesses 
a record they will be prompted to create a folder in the defined location.  Once 
created the user can then interact with documents for this record, as detailed earlier.  
Importantly whilst the Document Management Settings define where folders will be 
created, it does not actually create them.

Figure 11: Creating SharePoint folders automatically

When an administrator selects Document Management Setting a dialog is launched 
where they choose the entities for which they want Document Locations automatically 
created.  Then the administrator must re-enter the SharePoint site which they 
validated earlier.
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Figure 12: Applying settings for automatic Folder creation

It is important to note that this does not stop you using Documents against entities 
not selected or using other SharePoint sites, but they will need to be configured and 
validated manually.

The second screen of the Document Management Settings dialog defines how 
Document Management Locations will be created.  

Figure 13: Choosing how to create folders

Making no changes to this screen will create a document library, under the URL 
specified, for each of the record types selected on the previous screen.  Document 
libraries will be created with the name record type, eg Account or Case, with no option 
to change this.  A folder will be created in the relevant library for each record, when 
a user accesses Documents in that specific record. The folder will be named using the 
Primary Name field of the record and its unique GUID (eg AccountName_GUID).
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Alternatively there is an option to choose to base the document location creation 
on an entity (Account or Contact).  This option will still create a document library for 
the all of chosen entities.  However documents will be stored differently for records 
which are related to the primary entity (eg Opportunity is a Child of Account).  In this 
instance Sub folders will be created for each of the other related record types, inside 
the folder for a specific Account/Contact.  This allows for all of the Documents related 
to an Account or Contact to be stored together.  

In the example of Accounts, an Account Library would exist, and there would be 
folders in that Library for each Account (using the naming convention AccountName_
GUID). Inside this folder would be a folder for related entities which have defined for 
Automatic Document Location creation (eg Case, Opportunity).  Finally inside each 
entity folder there is a folder for each individual related record (eg a folder for each 
Opportunity associated to the Account).  

Whilst this does lead to a significant number of levels of folders in SharePoint, inside 
of CRM the interface is flattened showing all related documents to an Account or 
Contact.

Figure 14: Task view flattened

This is another advantage of the new Server-Side Integration, but only when the 
Folder Structure is based on an Entity.

It is important to plan and decide which option to use for the Folder structure, 
because it is not easy to change once Document Locations have started to be created.  
Whichever of the options is chosen, the Document Management Setting dialog will 
complete with setting up the required Document Libraries. 

Figure 15: Example of the processes 
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SharePoint Sites and Document Locations
The other two options for Document Management in the Settings area of CRM, allow 
the viewing of existing SharePoint Sites and Document Locations.  

Figure 16: Managing Document Locations

It is also possible to provide details of additional SharePoint sites to use for Document 
Management, and validate these sites.  You can have multiple validated SharePoint 
sites, although only one can be the default for automatic folder creation.  It is also 
important to remember that only SharePoint sites in the same Tenancy as CRM can 
be entered.

Document Locations are the links between a specific CRM record, and a location 
in SharePoint (most likely a folder).  It is possible to manually enter new Document 
Locations, for a specific record, specifying one of the validated SharePoint sites.  So 
for example you could choose to store documents for a specific record in a unique 
document library.

Extending the Solution
There are several potential opportunities to do more with the SharePoint and CRM 
documents integration.  Firstly Document Locations are themselves an entity within 
CRM, which means they can be automatically created through CRM workflow or 
custom coding.  This could be useful if you automate the creation of Document 
Locations, but want control over the creation of Folders/Libraries in SharePoint.

It is also possible to bulk import Document Management Locations, where you can 
specify the location and the individual associated records.  This is very useful in a 
migration scenario, where the Document Locations can be imported into CRM, and 
the SharePoint folders created using PowerShell.

Limitations
There are several limitations associated to the new Server-Based Integration.  The 
first limitation of Server-Based Integration is that it is only available in Office 365, and 
only when CRM and SharePoint are in the same tenancy.  Any On-Premises or Hybrid 
solutions will continue to use the CRM List Component, even if you install CRM 2013 
SP1.

Secondly it is fair to say that the integration is quite CRM focused, with the intention 
that the interaction with documents occurs through CRM.  The reliance on folders 
may not appeal to a number of SharePoint administrators.

This CRM centric approach means there is still the limitation that SharePoint will not 
secure the Documents based on the permissions applied to a record in CRM.  If a user 
does not have access to a CRM record they won’t be able to see the Documents area 
in CRM, but if they have permissions to the SharePoint site then they can access the 
documents. If you do require record level permissions in CRM, then some form of 
workflow or developed solution would be required. This could just secure the folders 
in SharePoint, or could create the SharePoint Folders and the Document Locations in 
CRM.
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DIWUG Event

Sparked - Amsterdam
16 - 09 - 2014

   Laat de document set voor je werken - Eric van Waas - Motion10

   Documentbeheer; Wat je moet weten over meta data - Albert Hoitingh - Sogeti

Conclusion
CRM in Office 365 delivers some significant improvements to managing documents, 
thanks to the new Server-Based integration to SharePoint.  The interface looks native 
to CRM, is more robust and integrates nicely with Office Online.  The option to make 
use of SharePoint Library columns in CRM, presents several new opportunities for 
administrators to deliver solutions.

However an organisation should take time to plan the integration, especially when 
they want control over the structure and permissions inside of SharePoint.   

Resources
There are several resources used to produce this article, which explain more about the 
technicalities of the Server-Side Integration.

 https: //community.dynamics.com/crm/b/develop1/archive/2014/08/04/
sharepoint-integration-reloaded-part-1.aspx

 http://inogic.com/blog/2014/07/server-based-sharepoint-integration-for-
microsoft-dynamics-crm/

 http://ledgeviewpartners.com/quick-tip-add-custom-columns-sharepoint-list/

https://community.dynamics.com/crm/b/develop1/archive/2014/08/04/sharepoint-integration-reloaded-part-1.aspx
https://community.dynamics.com/crm/b/develop1/archive/2014/08/04/sharepoint-integration-reloaded-part-1.aspx
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SharePoint 2013 Search Find Content
by Ronald Laan

A lot of applications and websites do facilitate a search functionality. However how many times 
do they really provide the information you are really searching for? Web shops for example are 

particularly good in providing proper search results. Good for them, this way they will sell more. 
Sites from the government for example are very poor in providing the information you need using 

search. But what about the intranet of your company? Does this supply you with the information 
you are searching for? From experience I know eight out of ten people will say “no” to that. 

So why is this and how can SharePoint help?

What is search?
What is search? Do people really search? Why do people search? Because they want 
to find information that they don’t have at their fingertips, because they have a 
question that they need to find an answer to. Or because they want quick access to 
information that is stored many clicks away. In any case, hardly anyone ever uses the 
search options for the sake of searching – they want to find something.

The following sources show why a search engine enabling people to find content is 
so important.

 Enterprise Search Strategy

 (http://www.intranetfocus.com/wp-content/uploads/Enterprise-Search-
Strategy.pdf)

 10 use cases for enterprise search

 (http://www.searchblox.com/enterprise-search-10-use-cases-for-every-
enterprise)

So in short, Search is not about searching content but all about finding it.

SharePoint 2013 provides users the tools to find the information they need. These 
tools are clever and provide flexible ways to display, filter and preview search results 
and to help the user find information by presenting search suggestions.

SharePoint 2013 not only allows users to perform a powerful search, but it can also 
provide the users with overviews of relevant content that is automatically gathered 
using the search functionality in the Content by Search Web Part. So users do not 
even have to search explicitly in order to find something.

For more information on the Content by Search web part: (http://office.microsoft.
com/en-us/office365-sharepoint-online-enterprise-help/configure-a-content-search-
web-part-in-sharepoint-HA104119042.aspx)

Now let us take a look at the toolkit SharePoint Search offers.

Search Results
So how are search results presented? This is done by offering multiple ways to organize 
and modify the search results using the following components.

 Core Search Results web part

 The good old core search results web part has been part of SharePoint for a 
long time. This web part will display the results based on your search criteria. 
In SharePoint 2013 however it is enriched and adaptable using all components 
described in the following chapters. So depending on how the search 
functionalities and ways of displaying search results are configured and setup 
the core search results web part will adapt.
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Figure 1: Core Search Results

 Refiners

 Refiners are a familiar concept. These have been introduced in SharePoint 
2010. At the time they were a real treat. Refiners made it possible to filter on 
properties of the content displayed in the search results. When one clicks on 
a refiner the core search results web part will only show all results containing 
the properties of the selected refiner. For example, a Word document created 
by Ronald Laan published last month. In SharePoint 2013 these refiners are still 
there however easier to implement and configure and more flexible in terms of 
the way the refiner is displayed. In figure 2 you’ll find some examples.

Figure 2: Refiners
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 Hover Panel

 The hover panel is there to enrich the core results. When one hovers over an 
item in the search results a panel will be displayed showing detailed information 
about the particular search result. The purpose of this panel is to help the users 
decide if the item is relevant for them before they open, for example, a big 
presentation that takes long to load.

Figure 3: Hover Panel

http://www.avanade.nl
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Display Templates
So these three components are all nice ways to present and enrich search results. 
However the out of the box presentation of the actual content in these components 
is not really that sexy. In SharePoint 2013 Display templates are introduced. These 
are HTML and JavaScript based templates to modify and design the presentation 
of the core search results, the refiners and the hover panel. When the HTML part of 
these templates is created and uploaded to SharePoint, SharePoint will generate the 
JavaScript file for you. So no more XSLT! To most of us this is a real gift.

Figure 4 shows an image of the Search Results Overview which shows where display 
templates are used. All marked areas are formatted user display templates.

Figure 4: Search Results Overview

When a new display template needs to be created then look at what existing display 
template comes closest to the desired result. Then copy that one and modify it as 
desired. Modifying the display template has been simplified by using HTML like I said 
earlier, however there are still some things to take into consideration.

1. Display templates are located in the following locations

a. Search results: /_catalog/Masterpage/Display Templates/Search and have the 
following file name convention Item_<DisplayTemplateName>.html

b. Refiners: /_catalog/Masterpage/Display Templates/Filters and have the 
following file name convention Filter_<DisplayTemplateName>.html

c. Hover Panel: /_catalog/Masterpage/Display Templates/Search and have the 
following file name convention Item_<DisplayTemplateName>_HoverPanel.
html

2. Define what managed properties need to be displayed in your display template. 
If they do not already exist add them to the template.
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Figure 5: Add Managed Property Mappings

3. Change the title of the template by modifying the “title” HTML tag. Otherwise 
you will not be able to find your new display template when you want to apply 
it.

Figure 6: Modify Title

A lot about display templates has been written already so for more information 
please also see:

 DIWUG Magazine 10 - Pimp your SharePoint Search Results - Stefan Strube

 DIWUG Magazine 10 - Custom Display Templates for the Content Search Web 
part - Martin Hatch

 Display Templates - Benjamin Prins

 (http://benprins.wordpress.com/2014/05/21/sharepoint-2013-custom-display-
template-for-content-by-search-web-part)

Result Types
Result types are basically extensions on the display templates. When a user searches 
on a specific subject and the results consist of Word documents and PowerPoint 
presentations you might want the presentations to stand out by displaying the first 
slide in the search results. In order to implement such display diversities within one 
display template on different types of results a so called “Result Type” needs to be 
created. This result type is basically a filter containing a display template specifically 
designed for the type of content the result type is configured for. When the search 
results display items which match the configured result type the display template 
configured for that result type will be applied to these specific items.

Query Rules
Query rules are based on the in SharePoint 2010 existing best bets and ranked results. 
By using query rules you get more control on what results should be displayed and 
what results should have more priority. You can for example create a query rule which 
promotes the documents that were last uploaded by the current user, or promote the 
first four results from Bing or even Google. It is also possible to enforce specific results 
when people are searching on specific keywords, etc.

Query rules are a very powerful mechanism to promote or enforce particular search 
results when the user searches using specific keywords or display specific results in the 
user context.
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Result Sources
Result sources are nothing new really. These are the combination of search scopes and 
content sources and replace the well-known search scopes. Result sources are a source 
for a particular result type or query rule and can for example facilitate Bing search 
results or results from external sources in your portal.

Search Query
Now I have talked all about how cool and easy it is to alter the search results in such 
a way the user experience improves a lot, but I never talked about how the actual 
results come to be. Of course when the user is searching for something specific he or 
she needs to perform a search query by typing a keyword in the search box. Also here 
improvements are made to help the user to find content. 

Search Suggestions
These improvements are in the form of search suggestions like Type Ahead or “Did 
you mean?” and also in the form of excluded keywords.

 Type Ahead

 When users are searching on particular subjects they most often use 
keywords. SharePoint indexes the used keywords and uses this index to 
complete or suggest a search query. Basically just like how Bing or Google 
provide search suggestions.

Figure 7: Type Ahead

 Did you mean?

 Despite the type ahead functionality that is provided by SharePoint users 
could still create typos or use keywords which might not be that logical. To 
support the user to still find what they are looking for SharePoint 2013 Search 
offers search suggestions. When the user applies a typo SharePoint 2013 
Search will offer a suggested keyword by adding “Did you mean <proposed 
keyword>?”. The user can click on that proposed keyword and SharePoint 
uses it to perform a new search query. This is bassically the function that 
users are familiar with when using Bing or Google for seaching the web.

Figure 8: Did You Mean?
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 Excluded

 Excluded search keywords might sound as a limiting factor however it 
can really enrich the search solution. We do not want to encourage users 
to search for subjects which might conflict with the code of conduct for 
example. To avoid this you can add terms that might violate the code of 
conduct to the Search Dictionary Query spelling exclusions term set. 

The search suggestions as well as the type ahead are generated dynamically. This is 
based on the 1000 most used search keywords. When it is necessary to have a set 
of search keywords available at all times this can be configured statically by adding 
search suggestions to the Search Dictionary. This dictionary is a Group in the term 
store. This group contains several term sets to allow or deny search suggestions.

Figure 9: Search Suggestions Term Configuration

Governance
To make sure SharePoint search will provide the user the possibility to find content it is 
essential to implement a proper governance plan covering all subjects involving search. 
This does not only involve search configuration but also metadata configuration.

So at high level if the governance on key subjects like metadata, security and data 
ownership is described and setup properly it will automatically reflect in a consistent 
search experience:
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 Metadata

 Make sure one or more dedicated people are responsible for the maintenance 
of all metadata stored in the Managed Metadata Term store. This is to ensure 
the metadata is consistent and up to date.

 What content is searchable?

 Make sure only the data that users are allowed to find will be available to 
search for. This can be done by defining what columns are indexed columns 
and by implementing a proper security model. This means that a solid 
security model has to be implemented and maintained. It will make sure the 
user will only be able to find content they have access to.

 Allowed queries

 When the metadata and searchable content are properly managed and 
setup the admin can design specific queries and rules. By monitoring the 
search behavior it is possible to get insight into what users are searching for. 
You can use this to design queries, rules and display templates to provide the 
user with the search options that they need.

 Analytics

 SharePoint 2013 analytics supports the creation of reports which will 
provide insight into how search is used. Having insight into the usage of 
the search functionality will give you the information to improve the search 
results so the user will be able to find content even better. During the 
Microsoft SharePoint Conference 2014 Nicki Borell and Hans Thorsten gave a 
presentation about this. See: http://channel9.msdn.com/Events/SharePoint-
Conference/2014/SPC340   

Conclusion
SharePoint search has come a long way since SharePoint 2007. With the integration 
of FAST Search in SharePoint 2010 search has become more powerful and had more 
focus on finding content. Refiners and best bets were also introduced. Now with the 
introduction of SharePoint 2013 Search a lot has been improved regarding the search 
user interface by offering more flexible and diverse ways to present and manipulate 
search results to the user and help the user to find content by improving the refiners 
and adding the ability to suggest search keywords.

Of course all these new additions to search can only be of optimally used when the 
stored data is properly structured, your SharePoint environment is properly governed 
and you know what users are searching for, why they do that and how.

http://www.delta-n.nl/sp-vacatures
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In a nutshell: Identity delegation leveraging 
the Claims to Windows Token Service

by Spencer Harbar

Implementing identity delegation scenarios with SharePoint Server 2013 remains a challenging 
and confusing are for many SharePoint professionals with a great deal of inaccurate information 
available along with some critical key concepts not documented at all. This article provides “in a 
nutshell” coverage of the topic using two scenarios to walk through the configuration required.

Isn’t Kerberos dead, doesn’t claims solve this?
In short, no!

Claims based identity and authentication, the preferred model in SharePoint 2013 
and across many other products from Microsoft and other vendors deals primarily 
with enabling cross boundary authentication and authorization services. Claims 
enables scenarios such as federation, server to server interaction and application 
authorization. All of these underpin cloud services in general and provide substantial 
opportunities to deliver classes of application or solution which were previously 
impossible. 

However, traditional models for impersonation and delegation still are the only 
mechanism to deliver end to end solutions in many mature and widely used scenarios 
such as business intelligence, enterprise content management and composite 
applications based on business data repositories. Furthermore the critical underpinning 
of SharePoint, the Windows operating system and Active Directory both use Kerberos 
as its native authentication protocol.

Of more practical importance is the fact that many of the applications and services 
which will host the data we wish to expose in the above scenarios do not currently 
support claims based identity. The single best example of which is SQL Server. In order 
to expose data from databases, Analysis Services cubes and so on, we must leverage 
Kerberos delegation.

Another key aspect to understand is that when working with a claims based 
SharePoint Web Application, identity delegation is NOT possible. Due to the inherent 
configuration of the IIS Web Site used, there is no identity to delegate. Because of this 
we must make use of the Claims to Windows Token Service (C2WTS) which will allow 
the system to mimic a Windows Identity.

However, there is a key constraint we must be aware of. Whilst the C2WTS which 
ships as part of the .NET Framework can mimic a Windows Identity for any valid User 
Principal Name (UPN), SharePoint restricts this capability severely. Within SharePoint 
only a web application configured using Windows Classic or Windows Claims can be 
used along with C2WTS. There are code based workarounds for this limitation, but 
they are Full Trust code, and they are entirely unsupported by Microsoft.

The good news is that as long as our Web Application uses Windows Authentication 
we are all set, we don’t need to configure it for Kerberos, and it will work regardless 
of whether the end user is using NTLM or Kerberos. This is a substantial benefit over 
and above SharePoint 2007 where Kerberos authentication was required for the end 
user.

However not being able to do identity delegation for users signing in via Trusted 
Provider Claims (aka SAML) is a significant limitation which effectively rules out BI 
scenarios when also wishing to federate identity, or in extranet scenarios unless 
complex reverse proxy configuration is in place.
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Another point to note about limitations here is that some scenarios which used to 
work now do not. For example in SharePoint 2007 you could delegate from BCS to a 
database – known commonly as “simple delegation” or from one SharePoint server 
to another with the RSS Viewer. This now only works in Classic mode, which of course 
is deprecated and has many other limitations. 

Similarly, delegating from Visio Services to a database which worked in SharePoint 
2010, does not work at all in SharePoint 2013, regardless of the web application mode.

As usual with SharePoint, the devil is often in the details and it is imperative to 
understand these limitations before implementation commences to avoid promising 
something which cannot be delivered.

Architecture Design Constraints
C2WTS makes use of a component called Services for User (S4U), which has some key 
design constraints we must be aware of.

Firstly, out of the box, C2WTS cannot cross domain boundaries. As such the data 
source you wish to delegate to and the service or process which is delegating must be 
in the same domain.

This limitation can be worked around using a new feature in Windows Server called 
Resource Based Delegation Control (RBDC) however this involves deployment of the 
latest version of Windows along with additional configuration.

Secondly, because of the nature of the S4U process, we must use Constrained 
Delegation with Protocol Transition. The protocol transition part is very important 
here. In the user interface this is called “Use any protocol” and many organizations 
prohibit the use of this setting due to security policy.

There is no work around for this design constraint. We must always use Constrained 
Delegation with Protocol Transition with C2WTS. It’s a hard requirement.

Sample scenarios
This article presents two sample scenarios which detail the required configuration to 
enable delegation using C2WTS.

 Delegating from a Web Application to a SQL Server Database

 Delegating from Excel Services to a SQL Server Database

As you can see the common denominator here is the SQL Server Database. As this 
is the “endpoint” of delegation, we must configure SQL Server to use Kerberos 
Authentication. Indeed this is the only element of the entire configuration which 
will use Kerberos Authentication. Our Web Application will just be configured in 
Windows Claims mode, using the default of NTLM.

Our Web Application is hosted at https://intranet.fabrikam.com and has a root site 
collection using the Team Site template. This web application runs in an application 
pool using the FABRIKAM\sppcontent account.

The SharePoint farm for these scenarios is a simple two server one. One server, 
FABSP1 runs the Web Application Service, C2WTS along with MMS, UPA, BCS etc and 
Search Query. The second server, FABSP2 runs Search, Excel Calculation Services and 
the C2WTS.

C2WTS must run on the same server as the service which wishes to delegate identity. 
As we have two separate scenarios – one using the Web Application, and another using 
Excel we have it started on both machines, simply for the purposes of demonstration.
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SQL Server Configuration
To configure SQL Server we need a single configuration setting, a Service Principal 
Name (SPN) for the service account. Once that is in place we restart the SQL Server 
service and we are all set to continue. We can configure the SPN using the SetSPN.exe 
utility, Windows PowerShell, ADSIEdit.msc or Active Directory Users and Computers 
in Advanced Features mode.

In this scenario the SQL Server is named FABSQL1 and is running a default instance 
under the service account FABRIKAM\sqldb. On the SharePoint machines we use a 
SQL Server Alias, however the SPN must match the actual host name not the alias. In 
our case our SPNs will be:

 MSSQLSvc/FABSQL1:1433

 MSSQLSvc/FABSQL1.fabrikam.com:1433

Thus, our commands to create the SPNs are as follows:

 setspn –S MSSQLSvc/FABSQL1:1433 FABRIKAM\sqldb

 setspn –S MSSQLSvc/FABSQL1.fabrikam.com:1433 FABRIKAM\sqldb

That’s it! Once we have these in place (shown below in ADUC) we need to restart 
the SQL Server service for the changes to take effect immediately (we can leave it in 
production until new connections are created from clients).

Figure 1: SQL Server SPNs in ADUC

Setting up the Claims to Windows Token Service 
The C2WTS is by default is configured to run under the local system account. We will 
need to configure SPNs and delegation for this account and as such to avoid the need 
to reboot the server for change to take effect, we will change C2WTS to run as a 
named service account.

This can be done using Windows PowerShell, or Central Administration. In our case 
we have chosen to run C2WTS using the FABRIKAM\c2wts.

When using the local system account, the necessary privileges and group membership 
are already in place. However once we change to a named service account, we must 
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enable them. The required configuration is as follows:

 Membership of the Local Administrators group on the server running C2WTS

 Log on as a Service

 Impersonate a Client after Authentication

 Act As Part of the Operating System

These can be granted using Local Users and Groups, Group Policy and Local Security 
Policy tools. It’s imperative to understand that these are hard requirements, and 
without the above privileges, delegation will not work.

Another benefit of using the named account, is as the C2WTS needs to run on more 
than one machine, we only need to configure one object in Active Directory.

Once these rights are granted, we can register the account as a Managed Account 
with SharePoint, and then set the C2WTS to use it.

Figure 2: C2WTS Service Account

Now we simply start the C2WTS on both SharePoint servers:

Figure 3: Server Farm topology
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Scenario 1: Web Application to SQL Server
This scenario is fairly basic and simply demonstrates exposing a SQL Server table on 
a page by leveraging the Data Viewer Web Part from Lightning Tools. Remember we 
cannot use BCS for this scenario unless we are using Classic Mode authentication.

Because this web part runs in process in the Web Application, we need to configure 
delegation via the C2WTS to SQL Server – we do this both on the C2WTS identity and 
the Web Application identity.

In order to expose the Delegation settings tab within ADUC, we must first provide a 
SPN for the accounts. These need not be valid SPNs but care should be taken to not 
use one which may in the future be needed elsewhere.

We will use the following commands to create the SPNs:

 setspn –S HTTP/c2wts FABRIKAM\c2wts

 setspn –S HTTP/intranet.fabrikam.com:443 FABRIKAM\sppcontent

Once these SPNs are in place we can use the Delegation tab of the user account in 
ADUC. We select Trust this user for delegation to specified services only (which means 
Constrained Delegation). Followed by Use any authentication protocol (which means 
protocol transition):

Figure 4: C2WTS Service Account delegation

Then we click the Add button, followed by the Users or Computers button and enter 
the account for the SPN we wish to delegate to (in this case sqldb). We must then 
select the SPN and click OK:
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Figure 5: C2WTS Service Account delegation

Click OK to save the changes. We must repeat the exact same steps on the account 
hosting the web application (in this case sppcontent). It is not enough to configure 
only the C2WTS, both the web application and C2WTS require identical configuration.

Once these changes are made we must restart the C2WTS and the Application Pool 
(or IIS) for them to take effect.

Our configuration is now complete and we can go ahead and configure the Data 
View Web part to display data from the SQL Server database table:

http://www.avanade.nl
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 Figure 6: Data View Web Part

Scenario 2: Excel Services to SQL Server
This scenario is still reasonably straightforward, however in most production farms 
will leverage a separate application server (in our case FABSP2). Instead of delegating 
from the web application process account, we need to do so from the Excel Services 
Service Application Pool account. The configuration of the C2WTS is the same as 
for Scenario 1, so we simply need to add the following SPN for the Excel Services 
application pool account (which in this example is FABRIKAM\sppservices).

Again this SPN is simply to expose the delegation settings, and we should take care to 
not use an SPN we may need later.

 setspn –S HTTP/excel FABRIKAM\sppservices

Once the SPN is in place, we configure the delegation settings in exactly the same way 
as we did for the C2WTS in Scenario 1. We must also restart the app pool (or IIS) on 
the server hosting Excel services for the changes to take effect.

Once complete we can go ahead and add an Excel Web Access Web Part to a page, and 
configure it to display a workbook with a connection to our database as necessary.

Conclusion
Identity delegation scenarios with SharePoint 2013 are reasonably straightforward 
in terms of configuration, however there are a number of critical design constraints 
and limitations we must be aware of up front on project delivery.  This “in a nutshell” 
article has provided a walkthrough of those, and the key configuration elements 
necessary to deliver solutions based on C2WTS and identity delegation.
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10 tips to drive user adoption
by Jasper Oosterveld

Every technology stands or falls with user adoption! This is true regardless of the quality of 
the product. Remember Betamax? Or the MD player? I have seen SharePoint projects fail or 

SharePoint solutions not being used due to failed user adoption. During my years as functional 
SharePoint Consultant, I gained new insights into SharePoint user adoption while working with 

business users. This experience taught me how important user adoption is for the success of any 
kind of SharePoint solution.

In this article, I want to provide you with 10 tips to drive user adoption:

1.  SharePoint champions

2.  Knowledge sessions

3.  Real word use cases

4.  Avoid the word SharePoint

5.  Share success stories

6.  Communication department

7.  Focus

8.  Executive support

9.  Training

10.  Measure

I wrote this article for SharePoint Consultants who often face the most challenges 
concerning user adoption. To be honest, the tips are applicable for any brave soul 
implementing SharePoint. May the SharePoint Gods be with you!

Tip #1

SharePoint champions

You, the SharePoint Consultant, are an outsider. A person who ‘infiltrated’ the 
business to sell another magical technology product. Believe me, that’s what most 
business users think. Can you blame them? Over the years they have seen many 
technology products promising the road to the Promised Land. Most times, promises 
weren’t kept and the products didn’t deliver. 

I love SharePoint and think it’s a fantastic product, at least it can be, but I am also 
a realistic person and know that SharePoint isn’t a perfect product. This is why you 
need to include, from the start, enthusiastic business users who believe in the power 
and advantage of SharePoint within their business!  You can call them SharePoint 
champions, advocates or whatever name fits your organization so long you include 
them in your SharePoint project. 

The SharePoint Champions are also the key-users or administrators for your SharePoint 
solution. A SharePoint champion answers questions (relieves the IT department 
by doing so), promotes and fights for SharePoint. You should look for people who 
are interested in new technologies, so called “early adaptors”. Early adaptors are 
willing to look past shortcomings or temporary limits of a new technology. This is 
hugely beneficial in the case of some SharePoint solutions (as I mentioned before, 
it’s not perfect).  Be honest with your champions; talk about what doesn’t work in 
SharePoint; don’t make false promises. After you’ve left the project and moved on to 
the next one, the champion takes your place and continues to work very hard to turn 
SharePoint into a success within their business. 
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Tip #2

Knowledge sessions

The hardest thing to do, for a SharePoint expert, is approaching SharePoint from a 
business user’s perspective. I am still working on perfecting this skill and learning 
every day during my SharePoint adventures. You probably have a lot of SharePoint 
experience and knowledge of the platform. You dream every night of Document 
Management, Search, Metadata, Yammer and Content Types. Let me stop you here 
because the majority of business users have never heard of these features. They 
literally have no clue what you are talking about! 

Please don’t implement SharePoint features because you can without showing the 
benefits to your business users. Organize knowledge sessions showing the power and 
advantages of these features. Did you build a SharePoint Intranet Portal and include 
OneDrive for Business? Start organizing OneDrive for Business knowledge sessions. 
Use a demo environment where you show all the features such as drag & drop of 
documents, sharing documents and connecting with Windows Explorer. Please make 
sure your demo content is related to your audience. Are you working for a financial 
institute? Use content related to a financial institute and not related to an insurance 
company. It’s a lot easier for people to connect and relate to your demo when they 
recognize the content.

You should continue to organize knowledge sessions for other important SharePoint 
features. Is SharePoint Search an important part of your Portal? Or Yammer? Organize 
a knowledge session providing Search tips or show how to use the Yammer mobile 
Apps! Organize these sessions every quarter because not every business user will be 
able to join your session.

Try to keep the sessions around 45 minutes because the concentration of the 
attendees will drop rapidly after the 30 minutes. Consider that for most people you 
are presenting something new. It’s a lot to take in!

Tip #3

Real world use cases

I already mentioned it a bit in my previous tip but I will say it again: You have to use 
relatable examples for your demos! I made this mistake trying to explain the advantage 
of metadata instead of using folders. One customer had a lot of documents on their 
file shares. To save money and use the advantage of SharePoint, the documents 
had to be moved to document libraries within SharePoint. I showed the site owners 
how to create a choice column and used three choices: Category A, Category B and 
Category C. Foolishly enough, I thought they would translate this concept in creating 
a new structure for their documents. You can guess the outcome right? Not a success. 
This was MY fault! Not the business users. My new approach was looking at the folder 
structure in the file share and creating an example document library based at this 
structure. The site owners recognized the advantage in in a heartbeat and started 
working with metadata instead of folders.

Tip #4

Avoid the word SharePoint

“Have you gone mad Jasper?!” you are probably asking yourself. I have to admit, 
this sounds strange right? You are really excited about SharePoint and can’t wait to 
show your business users the many benefits of SharePoint. Unfortunately, not every 
SharePoint implementation was a big success. A bad implementation can really hurt 
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the name of our beloved platform. I have been at companies where some business 
users had a terrible experience with SharePoint at their previous employer. This really 
affected the adoption of the project because they talk about their terrible experience 
with other colleagues and even project members. This is a “SharePoint Negativity 
Virus” that spreads very fast. You should try to avoid the word SharePoint in the 
name of the solution and during demos. Believe me, it’s not the name that counts 
but the solution. Prove how SharePoint is beneficial and the negativity turns, slowly, 
into positivity.

Tip #5

Share success stories

Don’t keep a successful SharePoint implementation within your (project) team but 
share it with the entire business. Everyone needs to be aware and actually see how 
SharePoint is beneficial and solves business problems. I supported a team implementing 
SharePoint sites for the organization’s departments. The main goal was working with 
document libraries instead of file shares. A lot of business users were skeptical about 
moving to SharePoint. You have to understand that most business users have been 
working with file shares for many years. File shares have a familiar interface and are 
really easy to use. SharePoint is a completely new territory and experience for them. 
We used previous successful implementations with other departments to convince 
the skeptical business users about the power of SharePoint and document libraries. 
This approach really worked because they become more open, interested and eager 
to use document libraries. Of course it’s impossible to get a 100% success rate but it 
definitely helps to increase your success rate.

There are, of course, many methods to share success stories. The sharing method 
depends on the culture of your customer. A modern and technology forward company 
responds well to interactive newsletters, videos and posters. Old fashioned businesses 
fair well on e-mail messages and live meetings. Find out what suits your business 
users and apply sharing your success stories.

Tip #6

Communication department

In all my years as functional SharePoint Consultant, I have seen a powerful and 
prominent role of the Internal Communication (IC) department in SharePoint 
Intranet Portals. The IC department is often responsible for publishing news articles 
and maintaining the content on the home page. My advice? Work closely with IC to 
communicate about your Intranet Portal’s SharePoint features and advantages. IC can 
be a great asset in your strategy for sharing success stories. They add news articles 
introducing new SharePoint features, announce upcoming knowledge sessions or 
create fun posters talking about advantages of the platform.

 

Tip #7

Small and Focus

Successfully implementing SharePoint isn’t an easy task due to the many features 
and possibilities of the platform. SharePoint has many, many, many possibilities. Most 
failed SharePoint implementations are related to the size of the implementation. 
Businesses are too eager to do as much as possible within a limited amount of time! 
They quickly lose focus of their initial business case. Please start out small; there is 
really no shame in this approach. Instead of building a complete and fully functional 
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Intranet Portal with Business Intelligence, Line of Business integration, department 
sites, project sites and a news message solution, oh wait! Let’s also add Yammer into 
the mix. Just start with the department and project sites. This makes it so much easier 
for all the project members, stakeholders and the entire organization, to focus on the 
original business case. By doing so, you are able to realize quick-wins and share these 
as success stories! Other departments and business users get interested by SharePoint, 
see the advantages and the success it can bring. Step by step, you keep expending 
your SharePoint solution. Getting closer to the ultimate goal: Successful adoption of 
SharePoint solution.

Tip #8

Executive support

Don’t look at executive support as management giving employees an order to use 
SharePoint but let them lead the way for others. People get inspired by executives 
making use of SharePoint by, for example, posting blog posts about current business 
developments. 

Executive support really does wonders for the adoption of Social within your business 
such as using Yammer. There are examples were CIO’s have a question hour once a 
week on Yammer for all employees. I have heard of businesses were the manager 
of a department only responds to Yammer messages instead of e-mails. Be creative 
and use a willing executive for your adoption process. If everything else fails? Use 
executive support to force people to use SharePoint and stop using old solutions. This 
really should be your last option; not my favorite by a long shot.

Tip #9

Training

How can you expect business users to fully adopt SharePoint without a proper 
training? Although SharePoint is a very intuitive platform, you really need to organize 
training sessions. Create a training program for every SharePoint role such as site 
owners, news editors or content contributors. I can write a separate article about 
SharePoint training sessions, so I can’t go into extensive detail within this article. I 
would like to provide a couple best practices:

 Provide a printed and digital copy of the manual for the trainees.

 Create a Quick Reference Card for the visitors of your SharePoint solution how 
to use the five main features.

 Don’t only use Word and PowerPoint but create short instruction videos and 
share these on your SharePoint Portal.

 Keep training sessions under two hours.

 Don’t invite 25 people to your training. Start with small groups.

Tip #10

Measure & analyze

I can truly say that none of the customers I worked with ever measured the use 
of their SharePoint solution. This is partly due to the limited analytics features of 
SharePoint, although it’s improved in SharePoint 2013. There are third party suppliers 
that provide analytic tools. The biggest issue with third party software is making 
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another investment. Most companies aren’t willing to do this before the platform 
even launched. This is a shame because you use analytics to measure to use of your 
SharePoint solution. Do you notice a decrease of activity within your department 
sites? Talk with the owners and contributors, perhaps there are performance issues 
or functional issues? Monitor the use of Search, what are your business users looking 
for? Can they find content? No? Use the power of the SharePoint Search engine such 
as query rules and promoted links to help your business users finding the content 
they are looking for. Analytics are a major part of the success of your SharePoint 
solution. Please don’t underestimate this!

Conclusion
A lot to take in right? Where to start? What tools to use? I understand it’s a difficult 
and challenging journey to realize user adoption of your SharePoint solutions. 
Although true, you can’t afford to do nothing! So use 1 tip, 5 tips or all 10. Start your 
user adoption adventure today rather than tomorrow!

You should definitely check out the official Microsoft Office 365 readiness and 
adoption kit: http://tinyurl.com/koppu86. 

http://www.sogeti.nl/vacatures
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New-SPSite “http://portal.motion10.com” -HostHeaderWebApplication http://
webapp-extra.motion10.com -Language 1033 -Template STS#1 -ContentDatabase 
SP2013 _ Content _ Portal

Set-SPSiteUrl -Identity “http://portal.motion10.com” -Zone Extranet -Url 
“https://portal.motion10.com”

Remove-SPSiteURL -Url “https://portal.motion10.com”

New-SPManagedPath -RelativeURL “projects” -HostHeader

Listing 4: New managed path for host-named site collections

Management of host-named site collections
by Maik van der Gaag

After reading the article of Jasper Siegmund on host-named site collections in the 12th 
DIWUG magazine my first idea was: how can we make the management of host-named site 

collections easy and how can we make host-named site creation available for end users and farm 
administrators in “Central Administration” since it is the preferred way to go by Microsoft. In this 

article we will go through the steps you need to take in order to manage your host-named site 
collections with C# and PowerShell (We will not cover management with PowerShell in depth 

because this was also addressed by Jasper).

Managing host-named site collections from the server
Host-named site collections have to be managed on the server by using PowerShell by 
default. The SharePoint PowerShell module contains a couple of methods that can be 
used to create and manage host-named site collections:

 New-SPSite: Method for creating a new host-named site collection. When 
creating a host-named site collection you will have to provide the absolute URL 
and the “HostHeaderWebApplication”  parameter:

Listing 1: Create a host-named site collection with PowerShell

 Set-SPSiteUrl: Method for adding an additional URL to a specific host-named 
site collection. Keep in mind that you can only add four additional URLs to a 
host-named site collection (one for each zone)

Listing 2: Adding additional URLs to host-named site collections

Note:

Host named site collections take over the authentication methods that are configured 
on the Host Header Web Application (the web application that hosts the host-named 
site collection). When the Host Header Web Application is extended to the extranet 
zone and you have configured forms based authentication for this zone, then the URL 
you have specified for the host-named site collection in that zone will also use forms 
based authentication.

 Remove-SPSiteUrl: Method for removing a specific URL from a site collection.

Listing 3: Remove host-named site collection URL with PowerShell

 New-SPManagedPath: Method for adding a managed path. When adding 
a managed path for host-named site collections you will have to supply the 
“HostHeader” parameter.
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New-SPSite “http://portal.motion10.com/projects/x” -HostHeaderWebApplication 
http://webapp-extra.motion10.com -Language 1033 -Template STS#1 
-ContentDatabase SP2013 _ Content _ Portal _ Projects

$site = Get-SPSite “http://portal.motion10.com”;
$site.Rename(“http://projects.motion10.com”);

Note:

When using Host Named Site Collections, the -HostHeader Managed Paths are 
available for use across all web applications in the farm. Keep in mind that the support 
limit for managed paths is 20, regardless of their type (-HostHeader or normal).

When designing an application structure for a SharePoint application you will 
encounter situations where it is necessary to have multiple site collections for one 
SharePoint Application. An application like this can also be created with host-named 
site collections. When creating a so called sub site collection it has to be created by 
supplying the full URL to the ‘New-SPSite’ PowerShell method.

Listing 5: New host-named site collection with PowerShell in a site hierarchy

By using this technique a site hierarchy by using host-named site collections is created.

Figure 1: Site hierarchy

Renaming the root site collection in the displayed hierarchy of figure 1 will also ensure 
the site collections underneath it will have the updated URL.

Listing 6: Renaming a host-named site collection

Executing this PowerShell script will result in the hierarchy displayed in figure 2.

Figure 2: Site hierarchy after changing the root URL
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SPWebApplication webApp = SPContext.Current.Site.WebApplication;
string url = “http://portal.motion10.com”;
string title = “Motion10 Project Portal”;
string description = “Portal for Projects”;
uint languageId = 1033;
string template = “STS#1”;
string ownerAlias = “motion10\\maik.vandergaag”;
            
try {
using (SPSite createdSite = webApp.Sites.Add(url, title, description,
languageId, template, ownerAlias, string.Empty, string.Empty,
ownerAlias, string.Empty, string.Empty, true)) {

       //execute some actions on the newly created site
}
} catch (Exception ex) {
//log the exception and take actions
}

By using host-named site collections you are able to host multiple site collections with 
a specific URL within the same web application. Using this approach you will also 
need to be aware of which database will contain your site collection data.

Quite often you would want to save your data in a specific content database. When 
using PowerShell you have this option by adding the “ContentDatabase” Parameter 
to the “New-SPSite” method as you can see in listings 1 and 5.

Managing host-named site collections from the browser
When there is a need to create host-named site collections from the browser this 
functionality will have to be developed. The developed functionality can then be 
used by farm administrators from Central Administrators or even by end users when 
they request new sites through a list with a workflow.

Creating a normal site collection through code can be done by using the 
“SPSiteCollection.Add()” method. For the creation of a host-named site collection 
through code you can use a specific overload of this method.

On MSDN there are 4 overloads specified for the “SPSiteCollection.Add()” method 
that can be used to create a host-named site collection. These overloads all have the 
“useHostHeaderAsSiteName” Boolean parameter set to “true”.

useHostHeaderAsSiteName

Type: System.Boolean

True if the site collection is identified by the host header; false if it is identified by the relative path.

Applying the value of “true” for this parameter and supplying an absolute URL will 
ensure the site you are creating is a host-named site collection.

Listing 7: Creating a host-named site collection through code

With the code in listing 7 you create a new host-named site collection within the 
current web application. The difference between the PowerShell method and the 
one in C# is that you don’t have to specify the specific web application because the 
“SPSiteCollection” is already bound to a specific web application.

The downsides of the Add method overloads is that there is no option to specify the 
content database in which the site collection should be created. As mentioned in 
the previous paragraph there can be situations where it is necessary to store specific 
site collections in specific databases in order to separate the management of those 
content databases.

As it is not possible with this option to specify the content database, SharePoint will 
store the site collection in the database that still has room available. In the “Manage 
Content Databases” section of Central Administration you can see which content 
databases have not reached the maximum amount of site collections and thus can be 
used to store a new site collection. 
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public class SPContentDatabaseSelector : SPSiteCreationProvider {
    public override IEnumerable<SPContentDatabase>
    SelectContentDatabases(SPSiteCreationParameters creationParameters,
    IEnumerable<SPContentDatabase> contentDatabases)
        try {
            
            //list with the new selected database
            List<SPContentDatabase> selectedDatabase =
            new List<SPContentDatabase>();
            
            if (contentDatabases.Count() > 0) {
                
                //create code to select the database you would like to use.

                selectedDatabase.Add(contentDB);
            }
            return selectedDatabase;
        } catch (Exception ex) {
            //log the error but return the default set of databases
            return contentDatabases;
        }
    }
}

If you have multiple databases that have not reached the maximum, it will create the 
site collection in the database with the most free slots. 

Listing 8: Implementing the ‘SPSiteCreationProvider’

When using the “SPSiteCreationProvider’ you have to define an algorithm to select 
the content database for the site collection. When specifying this algorithm there 
are some parameters that you can use to define the right content database. These 
parameters are supplied by the ‘SPSiteCreationParameters’. This object contains the 
following properties:

Figure 3: Manage content databases

All of this together means that you will need to think of a way to manage the content 
databases when starting to make use of host-named site collections and a provisioning 
mechanism. From the “Manage Content Database” section the amount of maximum 
site collections per database can be changed. By changing this value you can make 
sure that a specific database is closed for new site collections. In Figure 3 the content 
database “SP2013_P_Content” contains 1 site collection and the maximum is also set 
to 1 site collection. This ensures that this database is used for a specific site collection 
only.

This still leaves us with a challenge when end users or administrators want to create 
host-named site collections that need to be placed within a specific content database. 
The object model does not include an obvious solution, at this moment you could use 
one of two options to solve this problem.

SPSiteCreationProvider
The first option is implementing a custom ‘SPSiteCreationProvider’. The 
‘SPSiteCreationProvider’ implements its logic in the method ‘SelectContentDatabases’. 
In this method you are able to return a list of content databases that can be used to 
create the site collection in. 
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SPWebService contentService = SPWebService.ContentService;
contentService.SiteCreationProvider = new Motion10SPContentDatabaseSelector();
contentService.Update();

SPSiteCollection collectionToAddTo = null;
string contentDatabaseName = “SP2013 _ Portal _ Motion10 _ Projects”;

bool dbExists = false;
bool dbAvailable = false;

foreach (SPContentDatabase db in webApp.ContentDatabases) {
    if (db.Name.Equals(contentDatabaseName, StringComparison.
        OrdinalIgnoreCase))
    {
    dbExists = true;
    if (db.Status == SPObjectStatus.Online && !db.IsReadOnly &&
        db.MaximumSiteCount > db.Sites.Count) {
            dbAvailable = true;
            collectionToAddTo = db.Sites;
            break;
        }
    }
}

if (collectionToAddTo == null) {
    if (!dbExists) {
        //log message that the the specified content database
        //does not exist.
    } else if (!dbAvailable) {
        //log message that the specified content database exists,
        //but is not available for adding new sites.
    }
}

 HostHeader: Property that indicates whether the site collection is a host header 
site collection or not.

 ServiceInstance: Property that returns the “SPDatabaseServiceInstance” the 
new database should reside in. 

 SiteSubscription: Property with the site subscription of the new site collection.  

 Uri: Property with the full URL of the site collection.  

 WebApplication: Property that returns the Web Application this site collection 
is created in.

The provider can be registered with a Farm Feature. The code in listing 9 shows what 
needs to be done within the “FeatureActivated” event to register the provider.

Listing 9: Registering a “SPSiteCreationProvider”

Setting the “SiteCreationProvider” to “null” in the “FeatureDeactivating” event will 
unregister the provider.

Content Database
The second option is using the “SPContentDatabase.Sites.Add()” method instead of 
the more know “SPWebApplication.Sites.Add()”.

When using this method you first off all have to check whether the content database 
you want to use actually exists, did not reached its maximum and isn’t set to read-only.

Listing 10: Check if the content database exists and is available

After verifying that the content database exists, did not reached its maximum and 
isn’t set to read-only you are ready to proceed and create the site collection.
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if (collectionToAddTo != null) {
    try {
        using(SPSite newSite = collectionToAddTo.Add(url, title,
             description,languageId, template, ownerAlias, string.Empty,
             string.Empty, ownerAlias, string.Empty, string.Empty, true))
            //perform actions with the newly created sites
        }
    } catch (Exception ex) {
       // log the exception
    }
}

Listing 11: Creating a host-named site collection trough code 
in a specific content database

In the Add method used in Listing 11 we provide a “true” value for the 
“useHostHeaderAsSiteName” parameter, and after the site is created you could 
perform some additional actions. Since all off this is a long running operation 
you should implement this kind of functionality within a Work Item Timer Job 
(SPWorkItemJobDefinition).

Conclusion
Just as Jasper Siegmund mentioned in his article it really depends a lot the 
requirements in your specific scenario whether or not you want to use host-named 
site collections. One major drawback is that SharePoint does not offer a UI to manage 
the host-named site collections. During projects involving host-named site collections 
you have to think carefully about solutions that involve site creation. As mentioned in 
this article there is not one specific way to go and choosing a solution really depends 
on the requirements and if implementing a solution like this is really necessary.

You can’t start a fire, without a Spark 

Wat is jouw Spark? 

250.000 beelden 
in de cloud

sparked.nl/werkenbij

http://hello.sparked.com/
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Are “Out of the Box” SharePoint solutions 
right for you?

by Neil Richards

This article examines the desire to deliver SharePoint solutions using Out of the Box features only 
and some of the trade-offs to consider when faced with this constraint. 

In his 1923 biography Henry Ford is quoted as saying “Any customer can have a car 
painted any colour he wants so long as it is black”. The decision of Mr. Ford to constrain 
choice was based around the efficiency of the assembly line for the Model T. At the 
time, drying paint took the longest of any steps in the construction of the Model T 
and was an inhibitor of production capacity. To address the capacity issue he had his 
factory switch to black paint, the fastest drying paint he could find.

The underlying drive for reducing drying time led to a constrained customer choice, 
one that was balanced against building cars at an acceptable price. Once the drying 
time for other colours improved, Ford eased up on the constraint. This is a clear case 
of design trade-offs, weighing costs and benefits to drive the final outcome.

It is with that same perspective that one should consider SharePoint and “Out of 
the Box” (OOTB) solutions. OOTB solutions are in fact the right approach for a great 
many SharePoint-based solutions. In order to decide whether it is the right approach 
for a specific solution you need to look at whether it overly constrains the underlying 
business objective, and whether the intended benefits of an OOTB approach will be 
realised. 

This article puts to one side the Microsoft guidance on how to plan for customisations. 
In my view the guidance is purely focused on technical approaches and considerations. 
The guidance classifies three levels of customisation in order of increasing complexity:

 Customisation using the browser only

 Customisation using supported tools and applications

 Customisation using “apps” which include full trust code, sandbox solutions 
and Cloud App Model (CAM) apps. 

In general I find that customers see OOTB as Level 1 and Level 2 customisations 
and we will use this to define OOTB solutions in this article. To be clear, this means 
solutions without full-trust code, externalised JavaScript or heavy levels of HTML and 
CSS augmentation. SharePoint Designer and Visio-Workflow are definitely allowed.

The Microsoft guidance focuses on whether something can be delivered OOTB and 
not whether it should be. On its own, this approach is too simplistic for many large 
organisations and ignores important business considerations which we will now look 
into. 

Constraints
For as long as I have worked with SharePoint my clients have sought to constrain their 
solutions to OOTB features without fully understanding the implications of what 
that meant. Without having a clear picture of the implications, it can be difficult to 
manage a client’s expectations of what they will get and how they will have to work 
with the end solution. 

To assess impact I encourage you to take two separate perspectives: the Architecture 
perspective and the Risk perspective. The Architecture perspective looks at the impact 
of the OOTB constraint upon all layers of your architecture. The Risk perspective 
looks at some easily identifiable risks associated with OOTB solutions and helps you 
determine whether the risk will be realised for your project. 
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Architecture Perspective
To consider OOTB solutions, this article draws upon concepts from formal Architecture 
frameworks. Having then understood the impact to your desired solution and 
environment you will be able to help your stakeholders take an informed decision as 
to whether an OOTB solution is right for them. 

While Architecture frameworks are varied and numerous (http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Enterprise_architecture_framework#Types_of_enterprise_architecture_
framework) it is common for them to consider Architecture from the perspective of 
four different domains: Business, Application, Data and Technical, with the different 
domains being layered upon one another. 

 Figure 1: Architecture domains

These domains interact, with higher level domains being dependent upon those 
domains further down. Business Architecture in particular is dependent upon all of 
the subsequent domains. 

Let’s look at a simple example.

Imagine you are the Head of Sales and you want to allow your 
salespeople to track leads while on the road. They meet customers and 
want to quickly note down client meetings and the likelihood of a sale. 
It’s a pain to pull out their laptop when they hop back into their car, 
and you’d like them to be able to log these meetings from their iPhones 
(being sales & marketing folk, they exclusively have iPhones).

Next, imagine your company forbade the use of Apple products entirely. 
No iPads, no iPhones, no IOS. Clearly this would make it difficult to then 
implement a Business Process that relied upon the use of iPhones when 
the Enterprise doesn’t support their use.
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Domain Impact

Business Architecture Manual or awkward process steps where SharePoint 
cannot automate tasks

Business services limited or not fully realised

Application Architecture Poor or confusing user experience

Overly complicated SharePoint plumbing to give the 
semblance of a complete solution

Heavy use of JavaScript / HTML as is sometimes seen as 
“not code” since it can be deployed without following 
proper release processes

An application that cannot easily be promoted from 
Development  Test  UAT  Production, resulting in all 
work being done on the production environment

Data Architecture Data structures without relational integrity

Non-normalised databases

Technical Architecture Limited impact as constraints tend to flow up or 
sideways rather than down

Database-like structures captured within SharePoint 
rather than traditional data stores (SQL Server or 
Oracle)

wEven OOTB solutions may require additional platform 
changes (e.g. a change to search configuration).

In the example above, a Technical Architecture constraint (restriction on technology 
platform) flows up into Application Architecture (restriction on IOS apps) to restrict 
the Business Architecture (no iPhone-enabled sales people logging their meetings in 
the way that you want). Effectively the constraints negate the business requirement 
or force alternative approaches (e.g. HTML5 apps).

In the context of SharePoint there are often OOTB constraints applied to the 
Application Architecture. An overview of how these restrictions impact the various 
architecture domains is described in the table below:

Table 1: Impacts of OOTB solutions on Architecture Domains

The list above is just for starters and will hopefully help you get started assessing 
the impact of an OOTB constraint and whether it is appropriate. One caveat worth 
noting is that OOTB can sometimes be taken to mean “no compiled code” where code 
is acceptable so long as IT don’t have to see it or support it, in much the same way 
as complicated Excel spreadsheets or unknown Access databases. We’ll consider this 
further in the section on Risk.

http://www.avanade.nl
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Risk Likelihood Impact Possible mitigation

Solution fails to 
deliver the business 
requirements

Medium High Prototype core requirements 
early and assess for impact with 
real users

Solution requires 
complicated manual 
steps

Medium Medium Prototype core workflow early 
and assess for impact with real 
users

Awkward user interface High Med/Low User training.
Consider purchasing a 3rd-party 
customisation framework 
(like Nintex, K2 Blackpoint, 
MatchPoint, etc.) to deliver a 
more seamless experience

Avoiding formal 
governance resulting in 
“grey IT”

Med/Low Medium Engage typical teams 
involved in solution 
development and deployment 
(architecture, information 
security, compliance, service 
management and operations)

Staging challenges 
result in improperly 
promoted solutions

Medium Medium Invest in techniques and 
procedures to package and 
deploy solutions from one 
environment to the other. 
This could involve taking site 
collection backups or using 
remote PowerShell and the 
Client Site Object Model to 
apply automated configuration 
changes 

Complicated SharePoint 
designs create an 
unmaintainable and 
inflexible solution

Medium High Develop a decision model for 
gauging solution complexity. 
Look at factors like number 
of pages, lists and list 
interdependencies. Consider the 
complexity against the ability 
to deliver the solution more 
using traditional SharePoint 
development methods or via 
the App model.
Consider purchasing a 3rd-party 
customisation framework 
(like Nintex, K2 Blackpoint, 
MatchPoint or otherwise).

SharePoint consultant 
uses JavaScript, HTML 
or CSS to deliver 
solution, thereby 
violating the “OOTB” 
constraint

High Medium Formal solution review by 
the support team. Specific 
checkpoints for non-standard 
JavaScript, HTML and CSS.
The use of these may be all that 
is needed to put the finishing 
touches on your solution, and 
they need to be supportable.

Risk Perspective
Risk management is all about asking questions like “How likely is it that this risk will 
occur?” “What will happen if it does?”, and “How can I minimise or reduce the risk to 
an acceptable level?” 

We can ask these questions of no-code solutions to better understand the risk:

Table 2: Risks of applying an OOTB constraint
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Benefit Help Hinder

Reduced cost of creation By avoiding code, risk 
of coded bugs is less. 
Less time and money 
spent on developers and 
providing development 
environments

Excessive time spent 
trying to deliver a 
business solution when 
a coded approach would 
actually be faster

Reduced cost of support 
and maintenance

The absence of code 
lessens the skills required 
of the support team

The absence of code does 
not imply an absence 
of maintenance. Often, 
OOTB solutions can 
require greater support 
effort because they lack 
documentation and so the 
support professional has 
to un-pick the design

Reduced impact to future 
upgrades

Without bespoke code, 
the engine and database 
can be upgraded with 
relative ease

None, unless you’re 
including JavaScript into 
your OOTB solutions

Faster delivery No-code is great for 
prototyping and can help 
you skip deployment steps

Same as for “Reduced 
cost of creation”. Might 
actually spend more 
time trying to deliver a 
solution.

More robust in operations No-code removes the 
reliance upon developers 
to fix bugs, which can 
take weeks to plan 
deployments in large 
enterprises

It is more difficult to bring 
down the farm, but very 
easy to impact business 
continuity and when 
you’ve avoided good 
governance practices, the 
robustness disappears

The risks in pursuing an OOTB solution ought to be understood and managed. Just 
as Excel models can become unwieldy, so too can these solutions. That they are quick 
to create and augment in the beginning is a good thing, and it may be that this is 
the best place to start with a solution before migrating to something more robust 
once the design has bedded down. Regardless, formal governance has a place, and 
using OOTB features to work around solution design processes (waterfall, agile or 
otherwise) is not appropriate.

Benefits
Consider the following major drivers for OOTB solutions vs. coded solutions as I see 
them:

 Reduced cost of creation

 Reduced cost of support and maintenance

 Reduced impact to future upgrades

 Faster delivery

 More robust in operations

These are all worthy objectives and let’s consider the ways in which OOTB solutions 
can help and hinder achieving these benefits.

Table 3: Possible benefits of OOTB solutions
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We would be very glad to receive 
your article on SharePoint 2013 for 

our next eMagazine.

Just give it a try and contact Marianne or Mirjam.

Marianne van Wanrooij

marianne@diwug.nl

Mirjam van Olst

mirjam@diwug.nl

Parting thoughts
Ultimately, there are trade-offs to be made, and that is the point of the article; to help 
you assess the trade-offs. As a means to prototype or create initial system designs, 
OOTB solutions are great and appropriate. When used in conjunction with proper 
design processes and governance, they become more manageable and can deliver 
the desired benefits. This is especially appropriate when working with platforms like 
Office 365 where the opportunity to deploy code is made more complicated unless 
you have developed your own App-Model hosting platform. 

It is important that the impact of the constraint on the architecture is balanced against 
the intended benefits of the business solution. When applied as a constraint (either 
by IT or by the business) without considering the actual business requirements, the 
value of the solution can be seriously jeopardised. 

Where an OOTB constraint is applied to avoid the rigor of design and governance 
practices (this has often been my experience), the benefits will largely vanish into 
thin air. A solution has a design, whether it’s written down or not. The absence of 
a written design makes future maintenance and enhancements more difficult and 
more expensive. Using them as a means to avoid the IT department isn’t truly in the 
interest of the business or IT.  The business will probably end up needing IT’s help and 
it will be difficult for both sides when that time comes.

The value of OOTB solutions comes from avoiding overly complicated and expensive 
projects to implement simple solutions and that is primarily how they should be used.
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SharePoint Lists in Access Apps
by Christiaan Blaauw

While Access Service Applications gives you the ability for Access to run within SharePoint 
2013, Access Apps is how you can view the Access database in SharePoint. But not only Access 

databases can be connected, there is also the ability to link or import SharePoint lists into an 
Access App. This allows you to use your SharePoint data within your App.

Figure 1: Linking or importing existing data sources in MS Access

For all the “basic” SharePoint column types, this works fine. But what about the more 
complex column types like Managed Metadata or External data? How does Access 
handle those columns?

This article describes how you can link more complex columns in an Access App. The 
steps described in this article are based on;

 Microsoft Access 2013 (15.0.4551.1006) MSO (15.0.4615.1000) 64 bit

 Office 365 (30 day Trial)

Linking SharePoint lists
First of all let’s see what happens when we link a SharePoint list. In the following 
example a SharePoint list is created with all possible column types.

This list contains columns of the column types:

 Single line of text

 Multiple lines of text

 Choice (in this example a radio button list)

 Number

 Currency

 Date and time

 Lookup to another list

 Boolean field (Yes/No)

 Person or Group

 Hyperlink or Picture

 Task Outcome

 External Data

 Managed Metadata

This is also shown in Figure 2
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Figure 2: SharePoint list with all possible column types

When this SharePoint list is linked to the Access App, we’ll find the last three columns 
were missing, as you can see in Figure 3. Apparently “Task Outcome”, “External Data” 
and “Managed Metadata” are not supported in Access Apps.
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Figure 3: Linked SharePoint list in Access App

In table 1 I have summarized my findings.

Column Type Supported Additional remarks

Single line of text Yes -

Multiple lines of text Yes
Value in plain text stripped of all 
markup including enters.

Choice (menu to choose from) Yes -

Number (1, 1.0, 100) Yes -

Currency ($, ¥, €) Yes Major issues

Date and Time Yes -

Lookup 
(information already on this site)

Yes Value in plain text, some issues

Yes/No (check box) Yes -

Person or Group Yes Value in plain text

Hyperlink or Picture Yes Always as a Hyperlink

Calculated 
(calculation based on other columns)

Yes -

Task Outcome No -

External Data No -

Managed Metadata No -

Table 1: Support of SharePoint column types linked to an Access App

So, the good news is that most of the column types are supported, but not all behave 
as one would expect. Values of a lookup column for instance are rendered as plain 
text and not as a link. Furthermore you need to link the lookup list as well, otherwise 
your values will not be displayed!

The ‘Currency column’ is found to have the most ‘issues’. The next example shows a 
a simple list with four Currency columns. Figure 4 shows what that list looked like in 
SharePoint.
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Figure 4: SharePoint list with 4 Currency columns

When you link this list to an English Access App, all four currencies were shown in 
Dollars, instead of the intended currency, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Currencies in English Access App

When you link the list to a Dutch Access App, all currencies were shown in Euro, as 
show in Figure 6. Unfortunately there also is no way of correcting this.

Figure 6: Currencies in Dutch Access App

Furthermore, whenever you chang anything on the list form of the linked table, for 
instance remove the Title and Id columns, then no currency sign was displayed at all, 
as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Currencies in modified list form

Importing SharePoint lists
Another way to use Access Apps is to import the whole SharePoint list into the Access 
App instead of linking it. We’ll see that some things seem to be different. For instance: 
Lookup columns are not supported anymore and also the calculated columns will not 
work.

What happens is that Access tries to convert the SharePoint column types into “the 
nearest” Access Data Type. Table 2 shows the complete list with my findings
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Missed the last DIWUG event?
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   SharePoint and Azure - Jan Steenbeek en Martijn Duiveman - VX Company

Don’t let it happen again. Go to http://www.diwug.nl for the oncoming event.

Column Type Supported Additional remarks

Single line of text Yes Converted to Short Text

Multiple lines of text Yes Converted to Long Text

Choice (menu to choose from) Yes Converted to Lookup

Number (1, 1.0, 100) Yes Converted to Number

Currency ($, ¥, €) Yes Converted to Currency

Date and Time Yes Converted to Date/Time

Lookup (information already on this site) No Converted to Long Text

Yes/No (check box) Yes Converted to Yes/No

Person or Group No Converted to Long Text

Hyperlink or Picture Yes Converted to Hyperlink

Calculated (calculation based on other columns) No Converted to Short Text

Task Outcome No Converted to Short Text

External Data No Converted to Short Text

Managed Metadata No Converted to Short Text

Table 2: Support of SharePoint column types imported into an Access App

Conclusion
The ability of linking or importing external data like SharePoint lists into Access 
Apps is one of the better features of Access Services. But it certainly does have its 
limitations. In my humble opinion, using SharePoint data in Access Apps is only useful 
in very simple scenarios (as is the use of Access Apps in general).

http://www.avanade.nl
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